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u(t = 0) = f(x); x = (x
1
; : : : ; x
s
);  1 < x
j
<1:
We construct simple wave solutions
u(x; t) = e
ih!;xi
b
u(!; t); ! = (!
1
























Denition 1. We call the problem (1) strongly hyperbolic if for every !
0
the
eigenvalues of the symbol P (!
0
) are real and there is a complete set of uniformly
(in !
0
) linearly independent eigenvectors.

















Here K; are universal constants which do not depend on the initial data
u(x; 0) = f(x). The norms are L
2
norms. For systems (1) with constant co-
eÆcients  = 0.
Strong hyperbolicity and the existence of an energy estimate are equivalent,
we have
1
Theorem 1. The solutions of (1) satisfy an energy estimate of the type (3) if
and only if the system is strongly hyperbolic.
The most important property of strongly hyperbolic systems is that we can
add lower order terms and an estimate of type (3) is still valid. We have
Theorem 2. Let (1) be strongly hyperbolic. Then the solutions of
w
t
= P (D)w + Bw (4)
satisfy an estimate of type (3). Here B is any bounded operator.




In this denition we do not require that there is a complete set of eigenvectors.













First order theory is well known, we refer to [1].
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Simple wave solutions for this system have the form


















Thus there is no exponential growth but there is the polynomial growth in !t.
This is typically the case for weakly hyperbolic systems. One can prove
Theorem 3. For weakly hyperbolic systems the growth of simple wave solutions
is at most of the order O(1 + j!tj
n 1
), where n is the number of components of
u.
The real diÆculty with weakly hyperbolic systems is that lower order terms
















Making the simple wave ansatz

















The eigenvalues  of A are given by
 = i! 
p






Therefore the perturbed problem is exponentially ill posed.


















There are no problems to generalize the results to variable coeÆcients and
quasi-linear systems if the system is pointwise strongly hyperbolic.
Unfortunately, in applications one can be confronted with systems which are
weakly hyperbolic. In this case one has to carefully study the inuence of lower


















is well behaved ( > 0 suÆciently large so that no shocks form). We can solve
the second equation to obtain v which becomes a governing function in the rst
equation.
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2.2 Second Order Systems


































We calculate simple wave solutions. Introducing






























































only avoid catastrophic growth if ~ is real.
If P
1








and Lemma 1 reduces to
Lemma 2. If P
1





) are real and nonnegative.














































P are determined by (7). Using this reduction, we can dene
what we mean by strongly and weakly hyperbolic (second order) systems.
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For strongly hyperbolic systems one can again develop a rather complete














do not destroy the well posedness of the problem.
If P
1
 0 we have
Theorem 4. Assume that P
1
 0. The system is strongly hyperbolic if and only








) has a complete set of
eigenvectors which is uniformly (in !
0
) linearly independent.
Proof. Notice that when P
1
 0, any eigenvector of
b















where the splitting corresponds to the block structure of
b
P. Moreover, for each



































; j = 1; 2; : : :n:




g; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n is a set of 2n uniformly linearly
independent (in !
0




)g; j = 1; 2; : : :n;
is a set of uniformly linearly independent (in !
0










) > 0. This proves the theorem.






In particular we have
Lemma 3. If P
1




) has zero as an eigenvalue then the system is
not strongly hyperbolic. It is weakly hyperbolic if the eigenvalues are real and non
negative.
As in the case of rst order systems, weakly hyperbolic systems can have
catastrophic exponential growth when adding lower order terms or considering
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The problem is strongly hyperbolic if a > 0 and weakly hyperbolic if a = 0 and
there is catastrophic exponential growth if a = 0 and b 6= 0:
In the next section we will show that the ADM equations, linearized around
at, are only weakly hyperbolic for constant lapse function and shift vector. We
can transform it into a strongly hyperbolic system if we choose the lapse function












If  = (x; t) is a given function, then the equation is weakly hyperbolic. If we










Now the equation is strongly hyperbolic but we will, in general, encounter sin-
gularities due to the lower order term.
3 Second Order Initial Value Formulations For General
Relativity
Our starting point are the ADM equations [2] for General Relativity. The 3-
metric induced on the spacelike 3-surfaces t = constant is denoted by 
ij
;; all
latin indices run over 1; 2; 3.
From start we x the shift vector equal to zero but keep a general lapse
function . Using the ADM equation for 
ij
to eliminate the extrinsic curvature











































where all derivatives are partial derivatives with respect to time and the coor-
dinates on the t = constant 3-surfaces. Here and below \lot" stands for \lower
order terms", that is functions of , 
ij
and their rst derivatives. For the pur-
pose of this paper, it is enough to say that all lower order terms are quadratic
in rst order derivatives.















+ lot = 0;



















+ lot = 0:
We now linearize around a at solution (Minkowski spacetime) in Cartesian
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and keep terms linear in ". Our new variable is h
ij


























  ∆H = 0






and ∆ is the Laplacian in R3. Both linearized










Before linearizing (10) we have to make a choice of lapse. On the one hand



















































































































to analyze the hyperbolicity of
equations (14) and (13).




), as dened in Section 2.2, of the system asociated
to (14) has constant eigenvalues: k
2
with multiplicity ve, and (2=3)k
2
with
multiplicity one. Also, this matrix has a uniformly linearly independent complete
system of eigenvectors. Then according to Theorem 4, the system is strongly
hyperbolic for any k 6= 0. jkj  1 gives a system with characteristic speeds
smaller or equal than one, while jkj > 1 would be an \unphysical" (though





) of the system asociated to (13) is uniformly diagonable
but its eigenvalues are: 0 with multiplicity one and 1 with multiplicity ve. Thus,
according to Lemma 3, equation (13) is only weakly hyperbolic.
Another possibility to \cure" equation (13) is the usual choice of coupling
the lapse function to the determinant of the 3-metric instead of coupling it to
the trace as we have done above. This also leads to a strongly hyperbolic system.
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4 Dierence Approximations





;  1 < x <1; t  0 (15)
with initial data
u(x; 0) = f(x): (16)
We are interested in solutions which are 2-periodic in space. We want to solve
the above problem by dierence approximation. For that reason we introduce a
gridlength h = 2=N; N a natural number, gridpoints x












































;  = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N   1 (17)












(17) { (19) represents a system of ordinary dierential equations which we solve
with help of a standard ODE solver like the usual Runge-Kutta method.








f(!); M  N=2:
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we obtain, for every frequency,
u^
t




(!; t) = i!
^














Thus there is a phase error
e = (1  )!t:
Also, the wave speed for the dierence approximation depends on the frequency,
i.e., there is dispersion for the dierence approximation but not for the dier-
ential equation. This causes lots of diÆculties if the solution is not properly
resolved, i.e., there are not enough points/wavelength.
Instead of the above second order method, one can use higher order methods.
This results in a remarkable improvement of the accuracy. In Table 1 we give
the number of points/wavelength so that the numeric solution has a phase-error
of 10% or 1% after calculating during q time periods with methods of dierent
order.
Table 1. Points/wavelength













P. Huebner [3] and J. Thornburg [4], using fourth order accurate methods,
have demonstrated the improved accuracy for the Einstein equations.
If we calculate with N points, then the solution consists of M  N=2 sim-
ple waves. Most of them have large phase errors. Therefore, the approxima-
tion is only useful if the Fourier expansion of the analytic solution converges
rapidly. In particular, the part of the solution consisting of those waves with few


















; g smooth function:































(t) represents a highly oscillatory wave which travels in the \wrong"




(t) is to add an articial viscosity term.





;  1  x  1;
with boundary condition
u( 1; t) =  1; u(1; t) = 1;
and the initial data




The solution forms an internal layer at x = 0 where the gradient becomes larger










then there will be a highly oscillatory wave traveling out of the layer.













For the same level of accuracy, we need only half the number of points/wave-
length. Also, there are no spurious waves which travel in the wrong direction.
5 Constraints
Using an example from uid dynamics we want to demonstrate some of the

















in some domain 
  (0; T ) with boundary conditions
u
n
= 0 for (x; y) 2 @
; 0  t  T:
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Here u; v denote the velocity components, u
n
the normal component and p the
pressure. Dierentiating the rst equation with respect to x and the second with
respect to y gives us, using the divergence relation d = 0;
∆p = 0: (24)
We solve (21),(22) and (24) and think of (23) as the constraint.
One could be tempted to use, for p;
p = p
0




as boundary condition. However, then we would, in general, not preserve the
constraint d = 0:
Dierentiating (21) with respect to x and (22) with respect to y and using




By assumption, d = 0 for t = 0 but we cannot guarantee that d = 0 at later
times if we use the boundary conditions (25). We must use
d = 0 for (x; y) 2 @
; t  0;





























~p = 0: (28)






















~p = 0: (30)














;  >> 1 constant:
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